DESTAN

(COMING SOON)

DESTAN
The story begins with Akkiz stabbing her arrow to Korkut Khan's heart as she swore. The arrow shoot by
Akkiz to take Korkut Khan's life cannot kili her enemy, but makes her a slave to his son Batuga, in the
enemy's palace! A mountain birdin love with her freedom becomes a slave in the Gok Palace, which will
cost her life if it is learned that she is the shooter!
The paths of Akkiz and Batuga, who now carry two lies that would cost their lives, crossed again after
many years. Allies by fate turns into a confidance, which turns into companionship.

The hands that will

change the fate of the Turks, unites here.
Batuga is the hidden Khan of the Turks; he will write a 'Destan' (legend) with Akkız, by uniting the Turks
and prove to the world that what cana disabled prince anda slave girl can achieve by joining hands.
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FOR MV FAMILY
KARDEŞLERiM
Kadir and his younger three siblings' life change with a sudden death of their parents. The wealthy and
flirty Akif Ata kul is the sole responsible of this unfortunate event to cover his love affair with his business
partner's wife.
Kadir and his siblings find themselves in a completely new life without any money in their pockets and
no shelter. Their relatives are not keen on adopting the four siblings, and asa result, they end up in the
chicken cage located in their uncle's backyard. Akif, feeling guilty, finds a job for Kadir in the cafeteria
of the private school he owns and registers siblings to that school with a full paid scholarship. This new
life opens a new window for both of the sides. Unimaginable relationships will occur, while the survival
of the four very close siblings' continue.
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WOUNDED HEART
KALPYARASI
Wounded

Heart displays an impressive story of revenge between two families. in the series, everything

turns upside down while Ferit and Hande are planning a marriage with the support of their families.
When Ferit returns to the farm earlier than he should have been, and sees Hande very intimately with
Yaman, who was their playground

friend, he immediately

goes to İstanbul and by chance meets up a

fierce girl and makes a "proposal" to Ayşe. This proposal includes them to take partin a pseudo marriage
for the next six months, and in return Ayşe would paid a huge amount of money to make amends with
her friend who she owns her life to. The events revolve around, when they go back to motherlands. As
easy as it may sound from Ferit's mouth, life in Antakya will be harder on the happily newly wedded fake
couple, primarily caused by Ferit's dominant mother.
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THE OTTOMAN
KURULU$OSMAN
The people

of Anatolia

was forced to live under the circumstances of the danger caused by the

presence of Byzantine Empire while suffering from Mongolian

invasion. Kayı tribe is a frontiersman that

remains its' presence at Söğüt. Because of where the tribe is located to face the Byzantine danger, they
are in a continuous

state of red alert. Giving the conditions

and the sickness of Ertuğrul Ghazi, there

occured a power vacuum. The power struggle caused by this war of principality

is between Osman who

is heroic and brave and the youngest child of Ertuğrul Ghazi and the uncle of Osman; Dündar and
Gündüz who is good at diplomacy. After Ertuğrul Ghazi's sickness emerged, his hunger towards power
has increased. Dündar is born ready to defeat whomever is against him on this path to power. Aygül, on
the other hand, is responsible for the women administration

that lives in the Kayi tribe, and ever since

they were a child, she is in love with Osman and wishes to marry him. The brave and beautiful
Hanım who is the daughter

Bala

of Şeyh Edebali, is after some truths to protect her people. For they both

prioritize their people's future, Bala Hanım's and Osman's path has crossed. They fail in love at first sight.
Although,

betrayals and plots causes major obstacles for their love. Osman will fight internally

and

externally, both for the sake of Kayı tribe's future and for to rejoin with Bala Hanım by overcoming the
obstacles they faced.
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GRAND FAMILY
EŞKIYA
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DUNYAYAHUKUMDAROLMAZ

This is the story of Hızır, one of the strongest member of the clique that smuggles weapons. After a
while, he becomes the head of this clique and tries to manage his relationship with mafia, government
and his family.
Hızır wants to be in the center of attention

his daughter and girlfriend.

of all the women in his life; of his mother, of his wife,

He also gives a lot of importance to his brother, to his son, to his nephew

and to the other members of his family; he is a "father figure" for them.
On one hand, Hızır tries to hold the family together and maintain the balance, and on the other hand,
he tries to survive without

having to make a decision between his wife Meryem and his mistress.

Hızır's big family has never-ending problems. İlyas, Hızır's brother, and his cousin Hatice, whom he calls
his confidant, knew about the affair from the beginning.
it. İlyas is in a relationship

with Ünal's stepdaughter,

However neither of them told Meryem about
who is Hızır's nemesis. Hızır's brother's

Alparslan, whom Hızır raised as his own son, is actually acting asa double agent. in addition,
Ömer bullies people at school, following

son,

Hızır's son

his father's footsteps.

While Hızır climbs to the top of the mafia world, he tries to protect his family but it won't be easy as he
thinks.
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TROUBLEMAKER
BAŞ

BELASI

İpek's sterile and happy life tumbles just in 24 hours. Finding out that her best friend Nazlı is being
cheated on ignites the initiation of everything.

To help her friend, İpek finds out the woman who her

husband is having an affair with. The two friends go to the woman's house, to confront. Yet, this visit
becomes the point zero of the chain of events where ends up in the interrogation

room. Psychology

enthusiast İpek and and the chief of police Şahin's paths cross after İpek's husband is involved with
shady business to be murdered. The duo did not like one another on their first encounter.

in the series,

a murder subject will be dealt within every week. İpek, who started a job at the Police Department,
Şahin, the chief commissioner

of the murder bureau, are two opposite characters, and of course, their

tension proves once again that opposites do attract each other.
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BETWEENUS
iKiMiZiN SIRRI
Neva is in trouble after her husband took money from a shady man named Korhan, and consequently
her husband is deceased by an incident. Korhan is after Neva and her daughter to get back what was his.
in the meantime, Alp is busy opening up the restaurant he always dreamt of. Alp's biological
Seylan is unwell, and she needs a liver transplant.

mother

Both of the mom figures are negative for Alp, and

because of that, he is distant to the opposite sex.
Asa coincidence,

Neva is hired to Alp's restaurant. Alp's father's car was about to hit the little girl while

playing outside. Alp ta kes Neva to hospital, and when the doctors run various of routine tests to Neva,
they find out that she hasa fatal brain tumor and if not treated she will die. After this point, Alp finds out
if there is not an immediate organ transplant to Seylan, he will lose his mother. Neva will do her best to
escape from Korhan, and at the same time, she will do her best to leave a descent future to her daughter
after she is gone. Neva will make an offer that includes a huge amount of cash to Alp, who is in the
search ofa donor to his mother. lnitially, the duo gets together out of an agreement. Eventually, they will
get closer to each other and struggle for life hand in hand.
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HERCAi
HERCAi
Reyyan is the granddaughter

of Sadoglu Family, one the strongest families in Midyat. Although

father Hazar and her uncle Cihan are important

her

figures in the grand family, the real leader is her

grandfather, Nasuh. Nasuh has been mistreating Reyyan, he was always more considerate of her cousin
Yaren. The reason of it is that Reyyan is not his biological

granddaughter.

Being unaware of this fact,

Reyyan, goes riding and when Miran's car approaches, the horse gets scared so Reyyan falls down.
Miran falls in love with Reyyan and he would like to marry her. This news enable Yaren to take revenge
on Reyyan since she takes away Yaren's beloved one. After marriage takes place, Miran and Reyyan go
to their mansion to begin their new life, however, Miran terminates the relationship after spending the
first night with Reyyan. The reason behind is that Reyyan's father had killed Miran's mother and father
many years ago so Miran was brought up by his grandmother
the secrets will be revealed while

Reyyan and Miran will try to appreciate

obstacles.
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all

